UBANGI STOMP
{st:Charles Underwood}

E
WELL, I ROCKED OVER ITALY AND I ROCKED OVER SPAIN
E
I ROCKED IN MEMPHIS IT WAS ALL THE SAME
A
TILL I ROCKED TO AFRICA AND ROLLED OFF SHIP.
E
AND SEEN THEM NATIVES DOING A ODD LOOKING SKIP
B7
I PARTED THE WEEDS AND LOOKED OVER THE SWAMP
E
I SEEN THEM CATS DOING THE UBANGI STOMP

A
UBANGI STOMP WITH ROCK AND ROLL
E
BEATS ANYTHING THAT’S EVER BEEN TOLD
B7
UBANGI STOMP UBANGI STYLE

E
WHEN THE BEAT JUST DRIVES A COOL CAT WILD

Instrumental:  E, A, E, B7, E

E
WELL, I LOOKED UP THE CHIEF AND HE INVITED ME IN
E
SAID A HEAP BIG JAM SESSION ‘BOUT TO BEGIN
A
HE HANDED ME A TOM-TOM I PICKED UP THE BEAT
E
THAT CRAZY THING SENT SHIVERS TO MY FEET
B7
ROCKED AND ROLLED AND I SKIPPED WITH A SMILE
E
UBANGI STOMP UBANGI STYLE

A
UBANGI STOMP WITH ROCK AND ROLL
E
BEATS ANYTHING THAT’S EVER BEEN TOLD
B7
UBANGI STOMP UBANGI STYLE

E
WHEN THE BEAT JUST DRIVES A COOL CAT WILD

Instrumental:  E, A, E, B7, E

E
WELL, WE ROCKED ALL NIGHT AND PART OF THE DAY
E
HAD A GOOD ROCKING TIME WITH THE CHIEF'S DAUGHTER MAE
A
I WAS MAKING TIME AND GETTIN' IN THE KNOW
E
THE CAPTAIN SAID SON WE GOTTA GO.
B7
I SAID THAT'S ALL RIGHT. YOU GO ON AHEAD
E
I'M GONNA UBANGI STOMP UNTIL I ROLL OVER DEAD
A
UBANGI STOMP WITH ROCK AND ROLL
E
BEATS ANYTHING THAT'S EVER BEEN TOLD
B7
UBANGI STOMP UBANGI STYLE
E
WHEN THE BEAT JUST DRIVES A COOL CAT WILD
E
WHEN THE BEAT JUST DRIVES A COOL CAT WILD
E
WHEN THE BEAT JUST DRIVES A COOL CAT WILD
E
WHEN THE BEAT JUST DRIVES A COOL CAT WILD

Instrumental:  E, A, E, B7, E
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